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Mission of PLS/NU High 
Price Laboratory School (PLSl is a preschool 
through grade 12 school within the University 
of Northern Iowa's College of Education. Our 
unique mission creates a school that is similar 
to other schools, yet offers distinct differences 
and advantages. 
The mission of Price Laboratory School is to : 
* innovate and demonstrate effective teaching 
* provide quality field experiences for UNI 
students 
* create and share resources and professional 
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10 
Jordan Bach . .man 
Bb ~o~ilc l\lcmorv -mlu,no m~ . 
F -"' . . nte11a111111c n1 C enter, 
r · uturc Plans - Take · 
semester off I Ii a 
"h·it t . , o 1gurc 0111 
, o uo nexl. 
Favorite Memory - Meeting my best 
friend, Lisa Gansen. 
Future Plans - Attend Hawkeye 
Community College to get my RN then go 
to Upper Iowa University to get my BSN. 
Farnrit~ 1\1 ' ' . cmory Th · 
111 Tripoli when a ~ I e, 100tha1J game 
canuies , g1r offered Ill'' s·o F . . , . me 
ulure Pl·111s· A 
C •. - ttend H ommunit)·_ C II awkeye o cge. 
favo ·1 . . n c ;\lcmorv - Tl • · c !ass Tedders all ih · 1" staph mcident dt . future Plans _ ~ "ay! ,nng football. Mrs. C, · ' 
'°'"''"'my,,;'."'"'""'''' Comm · < «<h' S<ysies img experience. unity College. then I · · ran,lcr 10 UNI to 
Michael Cornett ··· 
Fnrnritr \\Jemory - The football passing 
il'aguc trip to St. Cloud. MN the summer 
before senior year. Gelling to do 
whatever I wanted in Spanish class and 
gelling kicked out with Joe a lot. 
Future Plans - To pursue studies in law 
enforcement at Kirkwood Community 
College . 
........ ·.· .. •'.:Ii) 
Travis Ellerbroe~/1li'j 
Fnrnritc :\lcmory. Vv'inni11g. I 
1hc state championship in 
ha,kethall. 
Future !'Inns . Allcnd the 
I lniversity of Iowa. 
Favorite Memory - Amy and the 
treadmill incident. 
Future Plans - To attend Loyola in 
New Orleans and study pre-medicine 
(major in biology). 
Favorite Memory - Winning the state 
championship in basketball. 




Favorite Memory - Driving down to state with Alex 
and making fun of John on the way down. 
I•uturc Plans - Hawkeye for two years to receive my 
Gen. Ed. credits, then transfer to UNI for my 
teaching degree. 
lass Officers: President: Elizabeth Brumm, Vice President: Erica Jensen, secretary/Treasurer: 11 
1st1ra cook Student Representatives: Kaylee Williams and Jordan Bachman. 
Cassandra Giller 
Farnrite l\lemory - !'vkeling new peopk and 
hm ing fun heing a cheerleader. Cheering at 
Boys State Baskethall. 
Future Plans - Attend Hawkeye Community 
College. 
Brittany Johnson 
Fmoritc l\lemory - The man at lhe window during the 
freshman Class trip but cheering al Stale "as by far lhe 
BEST. 
Future Plans - Attend ISU for a major in EkmenlaJ) 
Education and a minor in Physical Education. 
12 
Danielle GlasP.i 
FaYGl'lteMemary-Being in the 
Greenroom befcR the opening of the 
Clone People and being with my friends. 
Future,._ -Attend Hawkeye 
Community College for Gen. Ed. credits. 
Favorite Memory - Laughing and being 
separated from Kaylee during classes, 
getting first place in the tennis conference 
- both single and doubles with my champ 
partner Megan Hills (lagio ). 
Future Plans - Attend ISU to major in 
Engineering or Biology and to study 
abroad. ~Live life~ 
Farnritc :\ lcmory- Being in yearbook cla,s 
with Nick. Travi,, Tommy. Ben. Jay. Joe. and 
Michael Cornett . Breaking th..: School Record 
for Tackles for Loss in a Season. State 
Basketball 2008. 
Future Plans- Allend Clark A1la111a Uni,ersil 
10 phi) football and major in P,ychology. Af1, 
that I plan 10 go lo Law School and become a 
lawyer. 
Future Plans- Attend Wartburg and 
Chemistry and Spanish to become a Ph 
Emily Lane 
Farnrite i\lemoQ - Cross Country 
senior year and Mrs. Couch's Church 
chats. 
Future Plans • Boston University to 
major in Middle Eastern Studies-
panicipate in NROTC program. 
Andy McClain 
Future Plans - Working 
and going to school in the 
future. 
Favorite Memory- Being on the speech 
team, falling off the treadmill, jumping out 
of the bathroom window, and paint fighting 
with LaSandra during set crew. 
Future Plans - Attend Wartburg College 
and major in Vocal Performance. 
Favorite Memory - ST ATE BB ALL 
(DogPound), Sitting in the Senior lounge 
and discussing old TV shows! 
McKowen's study hall during 
sophomore year, and football season. 
Future Plans - Attend UNI. 
Cassandra Longnecker 
Farnrite i\lemor) - I st and ~nd hour with Elser. 
Future Plans - Go to Florida for college then go 
to Australia. 
Farnrite Memory - Many high school memories 
"ith my friends. \\'inning the State Championship in 
Baskethall ,md ewrything about football. 
Future Plans - Attend Wa11burg to play football and 
major in Communication ,\rts. 
Shannon McKenna 
Favorite :\Jemory - State Baskethall Cheerlcading. 
hrcaking ,chool .~000 and 1500 meter records in 
track. treadmill experience. the French trip. and 9th 
grade world history Chinc,c video. 
Future Plans - Attend Amherst to study 
international studies and political science. 
•• ..:~-'-· • .. :;5 • 
Caleb Olson 
:t .• .;.;:, .,,;i \" .l ~: ... ·' 
Future Plans -
Move lo Florida 
Jay Miller 
Favorite Memory - Making it to State 
Cross Country my freshman year and my 
trip to France junior year. 
Future Plans •Goto a four-year college or 
university in Iowa to study exercise science 
or athletic training and hopefully run cross 
country and track. 
Francisco Mota 
Favorite :\lemory - Corning out to 
rny friends and everyone else. they 
were all so wonderfully accepting. 
l'uture Plans - Attend UNI. 
Future Plans -
Attend Warthurg College and 
play golf for \Vai1hurg. 
Alayna Rasmussen 
Favorite Memory - Traveling with the varsity 
basketball team and winning State. Visiting France 
was an awesome time too; but I'll never forget all 
the great Maltas and Couch quotes. 
Future Plans • Attend ISU to major in 
Engineering. 
Favorite Memory • State 
basketball in 2008 and my 
trip to France junior year 
where we got David 
Nielsen to buy flowers for 
Madame Zwanziger. 
Future Plans · Attend 
Missouri Western State 
University. 
Favorite Memory - Freshman trip to 
Wisconsin Dells; state basketball 
senior year with the DogPound; 10th 
grade study hall with l\1cKowcn. 
Future Plans - Attend a 4-~·car 
University. 
Tristan Schofield 
Favorite l\lemory • Homecoming Senior year. 
State Basketball Championship '08 and HAL 
with Mr. Elser. 
Future Plans - Attend UNI. 
Favorite Memory - There are many nice people and 
interesting activities in our school. 
Future Plans - Attend UNI . 
15 
Katie Thompson 
Favorite Memory - Going on the trip 
to St. Petersburg, Russia 
Future Plans - Working and 
attending Hawkeye. 
I,. · lass my junior . - Ycarboo . (' : Team and Fa\'oritc '.\lcmo? We had the Dream, ·o\'ed 
• . mw,omc. · " 1 I also cnJ •. vear w,1, M Dyl,.stra ts grc,H. two winmng 
~f course r~·.,. whi le compkt11d1g_ ·11ior vear. n ·monc . . r ·m sc • 
many' .~ 1 football my JlllHO b II and the Dog seasons·" · , state in basket a Also. winning 
Pou
nd
. · r in Business. 
d Iowa to 111a10 l'lans - /\ttcn Future . 
Abbye Van Cleave 
Fa\'oritc l\lc1m1Q· - Sta) ing in De, Moine, 
for ,tall'. 
Future Plans - Going to Hawl,.cye and then 
UNI. 
Favorite Memory - Throwing a tennis ball at Mr. 
Kettner's window in the middle of the night and going 
to All-State Festival. 
Future Plans - Attend Washington College and get a 
degree in English while relishing the fact that I never 
have to do H.A.L. again/ lie about doing H.A.L again. 
Favorite Memory - Having a good time 
or on stage during all of the school plays 
and freshman year cheerleading. 
Future Plans - Attend UNl and major in 






NU High Wins the 1 A State 
Championship Friday March 7, 2008 
(Feb. 19): Castro Resigns as President 
of Cuba Permanently steps down after 
49 years in power. 
Retail Average Regular Gasoline Prices 
SuP-er. Bowl Xl!II 
(Feb. 3, 2008, l'.Jniversity-of Plioenix Stadium, Glendale 
Ariz. Attendance: 71,101. Time: 3:35) 
1st Q 2nd Q 3rd Q 4th Q Final 
New York: 3 O O 14 17 
New England: O 7 O 7 14 
(October 31, Carribean): 107 people 
died during Tropical Storm Noel. 
(Dec. 13): Report on 
Steroids Rocks 
Professional Baseball Far-
reaching investigation led 
by former U.S. senator 
George Mitchell, accuses 
89 current and former 
Major League Baseball 
players of using illegal 
performance-enhancing 
drugs. Players include 
Roger Clemens, Chuck 
Knoblauch, and Eric 
Gagne. 
Four Art Masterpieces Stolen (Feb. 
10): Three men wearing ski masks Stoll 
four pieces of artwork from the Zurich 
Museum in one of the largest art 
robberies in history. In broad daylight, 
the robbers took a Cezanne, a Degas, 
a van Gogh , and a Monet, with a 
combined worth of $163 million. 
(January 22, 2008): 




* Barack Obama* John McCain 
* Hillary Clinton * Ron Paul 
This yearbook page has been removed because it contains individual photos with 
corresponding names of former Malcolm Price Laboratory School students who, 
as of this date, may still be legal minors under the age of 18. 
This page will be added in the future at an appropriate date. 
This yearbook page has been removed because it contains individual photos with 
corresponding names of former Malcolm Price Laboratory School students who, 
as of this date, may still be legal minors under the age of 18. 
This page will be added in the future at an appropriate date. 
1st avid 2 vici Gracie 

























Kei 'yon Smith-Allen 
Emma Wagoner 
Sidney Wilkening 
- Unit II had a very exciting year. We studied communities and started with our You and I /UNI unit. Highlights were 
touring UNI and having lunch in the Dome while the successful 2007 Panther football team was practicing I! we then studied our 
bodies as a community. Fun times during this unit included writing our own personal wellness plan and having a pajama party at 
school where we cooked our own healthy breakfast. Next, we visited Australia and were amazed at all the interesting animals. we had 
a beach party in January and even tasted emu meati We sailed to Africa and learned about the interesting people and animals. We 
had fun at our field trip to the UNI Museum. Next, we dived into the water and studied the Ocean, Pond and Ecology. We ended the 





























- Sharing dinosaur dioramas with Unit II - Growing amaryllus flower bulbs for science observation - Going to the Hearst 
Center to see the original art of Sleepy Hallow by Gary Kelly - Having a Mexican fiesta with breaking a pinata - Preparing a report and 
display on each student's cultural heritage - Attending the Gallagher Bluedorn for two presentations -Taking two field trips to the UNI 
Museum - Writing persuasive letters to President Bush to pass laws to protect the environment - Performing a presentaion on Cesar 
Chavez for the elementary citizenship assembly - Performing a skit about the Civil Rights Movement to the fifth grade class - Writing 
letters to a school in Virginia to participate in the Great American Mail Race - Working with math college students from Dr. Nelson's clas, 
- Having Dr. Cai share new books with the class each week - Having a bubble festival in May. 
Fot;1 rt~ Grade 






















- The fourth grade traveled across the country this year in social studies. We had a "Midwest Cafe· at the end of our Midwest 
unit where we were able to eat several foods that either originated in the Midwest or are grown in this area. Literature was a lot of fun as 
well. The favorite unit for the class was on the author Roald Dahl. We read Charil and he ho lat F and many of his other 
books. The best part of the unit was celebrating our Roald Dahl Day! We cooked fun foods that were mentioned in his books and 
. dressed up as our favorite character from one of his books. In December, the students were part of a service learning project. We • 
adopted a family through the Salvation Army and brought in toys, clothing and games for the family. The students also' brought in 
money that we used to purchase a nice Christmas meal for the family. Planning a meal and budgeting their money was a real learning 
: experience for the students. They learned.the true meaning of giving and caring through.this project. · 
~::~ .-:£.i\~_;:-'/~, - .- ... -·'.J~~.;:-;~-~;~-~-ii-~,:~~:;~><::: ~·\ _:~: ~J~itt<~~~:·:~:~;,,· ,-,::~rfE;J.}~-t,:1j:~L~::\;/~_.:L~~;~~~. -
Fi~~ Grade 
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~ For the second year in a row. the 5th grade class had 'Mr. Asmus as.their teacher. During the year the 5th grades 
participated in a number of exciting activities including: Making a paper tower as tall as our classroom. learning about fractions and 
decimals. having a school wide Caucasus and primary, learning about our government. learning about percentages and taxes by 
traveling to the mall and figuring out price total BEFORE the cash register gave us the answer. and our page reading book challenge. 
During the last three months of the year the students were challenged to read 50,000 pages and believe it or not---they accomplished 
it! By reaching each goal the students got a chance to eat KING size candy bars, make root beer floats. going on a bike ride to George 
WVth Park, and spending an entire school day at Adventure Land! Mr. Asmus wants all the 5th grade students to know just how lucky he 
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6th Grade·;'feachers: >SenoraBlanco, Mr: Brownr,:Ms,DuChene; Mr. Elser, Mr. Grau, Mrs. Grey, 






Jocelyn Durnarn Welch 



















7th Grade Teachers: Senora Blanco, Dr. Beharka, Mr. Brown, Ms. Cole, Ms. DuChene, Mrs. Doyle, Mrs. Dykstra, 
Mr. Elser, Mrs. Grey, Mrs. Hawbaker, Mr. Nielsen, Ms. Koch, Mrs. Mccumber, Mrs. Swanson, Ms. Tiffany, 



























8th Grade Teachers: Mrs. Balong, Mr. Brown, Dr. Beharka, Mrs. Bigler, Mrs. Christiason, Ms. Cole, · 
Mrs. Doyle, Mrs. Dykstra, Mr. Elser, Mrs. Grey, Mrs. Hawbaker, Mrs. Henriksen, Mr. Nielsen , Mr. Knivsland, 
.Ms. Koch, Mrs. Mccumber, Mrs. Swanson, Mr: Wilson, Mrs. Wilkinson, Dr. Zwanziger 









11~ S new stpcients to NU, we were surprised at how great our freshme 
Y,eari wa~s-here. It was a lot of fun! 11 




















Memories of our 9th grade year: Mr. Spurr·s earth science class, 








This year we all found 
outalotabouteach 
other, whether it was 
growing stronger as a .. 
class or as individuals·:" 
We're that much closer. 
to our shining IJlO'ment 
on stage as the 
graduating class of 20~ 0. 




When asked to describe her class, Rhyanne thought of this '.quote: 
"Courage does not always roar. Sometimes courage is the quiet v·oi9e at tlie 
end of the day saying, 'I will try again tomorrow'." , 
~ Mary Anne Radmacher 

Eddie had one thing to say about his sophomore 
'c~ 




















Class Officers: President: 
Marissa Baskerville, Vice 
President: Ashleigh Jensen, 
Secretary/Treasurer: wrenna 
Walsh, Student Representatives: 
































































Dorothy Bun, Evelyn Ledtje, 
Nikki Wilikenson, Karen Williams. 

Some highligflts ... 
of the NU High curriculum in 2007-08 
Mrs.Doyle: Mrs. zwanzlger: 
Spanish IV completed a multi-step 
project/ study of the 
"Desaparacidos" the Dissappeared 
Ones of Chile and Argentia. 
France Exchange 
National French Contest 
Iowa Oral French Contest 
Visiting Lyon, France 





Pt-obb,,--"5ouf lOVI ~_,.;\ 
Wrir~ A--oc.e- p~ 
Di. . .tt....: 
We a-twlied M-f°WIQ-ted 
Md llM&l-f°WIQ-tffl ra-ta 
bf -.dtiwJ ~ ~tu 
di dtn.u-t,.., 
-B.,,sil"\ess ;,.. actio'"' 
-Hillbilly Hol"seshoe 
To"'""'"'a"'"'e'"'t 










The mvlfi-disciplioe voif 
feafvriog "Pirafes of fhe 
Caribbean" wifh 
performance of mvsic 
from all fhree movies 
coordioafed wifh pirafe 
dress, performances io 
characfer, and a 
synchronized Power Poiof 
of scenes from fhe film. 
Mn D~krl-ra, 
lhe "I low lo 01tmge 
tt Fial Tire· 
Powen>oinl/video lhal 
my 1>hysics students did. 
MR..\Y= 
D~AD'-!> 6TUDY PIWJi;.cr <:;" IU1UP6 
FAMILY U16TORY 6ci:z.APe>oo~ 
Li;_~ FIWM \/11;:rNAM 
6uPRi;J.1i;_ CouRT CA6'- OF nK DAY 
61;.ARCIJ AND 6i;izuRi;; Li;.c;-AL ORNOT? 
E>AIL U '-ARIN<; 
PL'-A E>AR<;AININ<; 61MULATION 
Tui;_ CoNTAMINAT'-D JuRY 
D'-ATIJ Pi;.NALTY D~AT'-
PR160N f1'-LD TRIP 
Tui;_ K'..N01VYouR 
CoN6mur10N T '-6T 
f11'1.6T AM'-NDM'-NT CA6'-6 
f11'1.6T AM'-NDM'-NT \\/i;_r:, OU!;_6T 
IMMl<;l'I.ATION b.TiJIC6 
AFFIRMAT1Vi;_ AcnoN: U1R1Nc; 61MULATION 
b.Li;.cr10N 61MULATION 
PR'-!>ID'-NTIAL ,v~ Ou'-!>T 
Li;_c;-16LATION 61MULATION 
ffl&COLe 
STUOEnT Councn .. 








~coded~ alL Of 





- U ~ u.Jen 
- New~ ontl ~ /or Teot!her I~ 
- Co-teaching advanced photogr>aphy, photoedil:ing, 
r>e-touching, photo collages, special effects, and 







-Oolege-/.-1;1 In#I ~~ 
- Teaching the year>book students design, 
photogr>aphy, mies and Fundr>aising. 
49 
e~·m eluLe 
- Jordan Lankford 
eluLe wad, a !fieai ~- 1/ze ~' the food, aHJ, the 
placed, W-elle aLL ~- J ~ tkzi ~ 
wk ijeU the~'~ rp. 
- Marissa Baskerville 
1/ze /iMf, ~ J lieau1, w.he;i J <pi~ {]/4Je wa&, "Jam~ 
dUie4 • w.he;i 1/'Uf lwd ~ <XU/1,8 ~ pick, me up,. Ji µul, 
~ tu-~ aHd, ~ thut, aw. 1/ze wlwLe 
~ we W-elle ~ Miwf ~ aHJ, ia/ze;i ~ 
Ue we W-elle a pa;,i, Of the~-
- Lisa Gansen 
50 
Left to Right: Libby Schultz, Ryan Scoular, Dr. Zwanziger, Michael 
Fremont, Megan Hardy 
·1~ wedu 90- iJelUf fut! 1/tu bup, ku ~cm~~! 'kJe ~ wm 
tk tiffel, 1~. sac/le eoeM,, 1k eel1P/,e P~. 1k e~ V= 1,e, 
Vkollde, V~, MrJ/tk II~ :i_ ~. ~ ~ auJd /kl1h, o/,I J 
a1-:U> ~ k. <!ee fuk -d u,a4, ~! Jt wdL /,e, Md k. luuJe lud Jm ~ 
~ b,. fftlf ~ ~ - • 
-Libby 
·1~ weelu (JIU!,~ d ~- J miM-~ a idtLe lud if~ J'd uk k. dot 
~- 1/re /,ed.~ J dd. hR/le ~ ~ i,e, !fWUf up, 1k tiffei, 1~ (),), 
Mk. lk 'kJ'kJJJ ~ - J/ d :i, ~ J wdL ~ k. PaAU m fftlf -
~-· 
-Michael 
00 q.lJaHC.e u,a4, /an, awl, J (1,f/1, !fWUf k. miM- d d,O. l'/Ufeh. 1kz.,,,k ~ Mme 3 
~tltu~~- Jkve'l°'Mme." 
-Ryan 
"II~ ()WI, bup, come4, b,. cm end, J ~ 
uJrat a M1Mi Ii.me w.e ~ ltad hR/le awl, 
~ l1UfCh mMe w.e hruJe b,. <!ee m 1k 
WMl,d_ J 1truJe /,wd, wkM, PIUHCeM 
:him1a dkd: J 1truJe butc'1ed uJrat ReHM/, 
paidd,, awl, J hruJe dance,d ~ 1k 





Front Row (1-r): Keith Hanson, Eddie Diemer, Erica Jensen, Josh Eisen, Marissa Baskerville, Kristina Cook. Second 
Row: Sponsor Ms. Cole, Terry Nielsen, Mackenzie Cowden, Ellie Tallakson, Ana Tallakson, Jyothi Dhanwada, 
Elizabeth Brumm, Sryia Subramani, Shannon McKenna, Wrenna Walsh, Ashleigh Jensen, Libby Schultz. 
Tl.\'. ':/{/ff_,\ ,,\/[l(/4.'f71 ( LYIIJt°!I !.'O~k·d If.\" ,-~(ill' 11tn~'lvn~ t>t1rk"t',. c'C10ffll[}t1/4:d lh.· ,Nad,:nl 1fa1~; .. r 'I >m ~. ' 
lt1/l t11Jcf L001xiac'( .. ·d t1 •'tfrm-n-<:/r>c·d" L"f1177µJ{,;jl7 1n lh>c· ""pnn:.f. - ftl~. c :-._--,1...· 
Student council was a really good 
group of people, and I think that 
what we did really helped our aA 
school! - Ana Tallakson ~ 
Speech 
Front Row (1-r) : Kristina 
Cook, Shannon 
McKenna, Sarah 
Prophet, Mason Walsh, 




Williams, Joni Griffith, 
Margot Taylor, Leandra 
Gute, Raquel Williams, 
Rachel Hanson, Jordan 








































"I was really 
excited and 
honored 







-Mar ot Ta lor 
Acting: 


























-Mason Walsh 55 
Front Row (1 -rl : Abbye van Cleave, Shannon McKenna, Jenn weaver, Devon Shaver, Elizabeth Boody, Joni Griffith, 
Leandra Gute, Ally Bachman, Ellie Tallakson. Middle Row: Cassandra Giller, Brandon Brown, Kyle Basom, Tad 
Klenske, Trai O'Connell, Rachel Hanson, Leah Joslyn, Karen Engels, Ana Tallakson, Kristina cook, Elizabeth Brumm. 
Back Row: Keith Hanson, Alex Quinones, Jawanzaa Holmes, Chirstian Ford, Mason Walsh, Nate Smith, Eric Basom, 
Meagan Schneider, Bailey Carlisle, Maddie Backstrom, Taryn Moyer, Morgan Granger. Not pictured: Jordan Thomas. 
M~ first semester at Nlt1 was a 
wviirlwivid, avid I loved it! I am 
reall~ loo~ivig forward to tviis 
~ear avid wviat 01,1r evisembles 
will accomplisvi: tviere are so 
mavi~ opport1,1viities for 1,15 tviis 
~ear avid tvie st1,1devits ma~e it 
viappevi, 





Front Row 11-rl: Katie Mallon, Joni Griffith, Raquel Williams. Middle Row: Mrs. Grey, 
Allyssa Kilbourn, Deana Brown, Nicole Lopez, Jyothi Dhanwada. Back Row: Paul 
Mauer, Josh Eisen, Erica Jensen, Irene cameron-Hochgraf, Megan Hardy, Kendall 
McDonald, Molly Anderson. Not pictured: Amy Kischer-Browne, Jared 
Luchtenburg, Alex Quinones 
Orc~estra ivi t~e 2007-2008 
scfool year was great! It 
was filled wit~ maviy 
s1;1ccesses & foviors, from 
st1;1devits playivig ivi All-State 
avid ~oviors orc~estras to 
t~e ~ig~ sc~ool orc~estra 
receivivig a Divisiovi I rativig 
at Large Gro1Ap Covitest, I 
feel ~0V10red & privileged to 
~avewor~ed wit~ SIAC~ great 
st1;1devits avid s1;1pportive 
colleag1;1es d1;1rivig my first 
year at NIAHS/PLS, 




.Jgs1, C.iset,, A1te~te 
M~ first ~ear as tne director of bavids at 
Nv1H5/PL5 was filled witn great experievices 
tnavi~ to tne wor~ avid dedicatiovi of tne 
stv1devits! I nave eviJo~ed wor~ivig witn all 
tnese great people avid ovil~ expect great 
tnivigs ivi tne fv1tv1re! 
~ Mr, Browvi 
Rowll-rl: Elizabeth Brumm, Catherine Stone, Brittney Culmore, Sarah 
Balley Carlisle. second Row: Tad Klenske, Mary Harrast, Elizabeth 
n, Ana Tallakson, Leah Joslyn. Third Row: Joni Griffith, Michael Fremont, 
Stone, Christine McKenna. Back Row: Director Kevin Brown, 
ue Fagan, Elizabeth Schultz, Thomas Creeden, Dorian Hundley. 
"Break a Leg" 
Front Row (1 -r>:Ellie Tallakson '09, Megan Hardy '09, Leandra cute '09, Shannon McKenna 
'08, Jordan Thomas '11 . Middle Row; John Schroeder '08, Elizabeth Hoffman '09, Back 
Row (1 -rl : Kaylee Williams '08, Danielle Glaspie '08, Lasandra Vaughn '08, Will Rector ·10, 
Keith Hanson ·10, Margot Taylor '09, Josh Eisen ·10, Emily Lane '08, Kristina Cook '08. 
"Phyllis, this is totally impossible!" Ellie (Phyllis) addresses 
her audience 
Will never liked having his hair "Is this where I come in? 
styled. 
"Hmmm, maybe if they don't learn their lines, I'll 
get a bigger part." - Shannon 
He never could keep a straight 
face. 
Reading about the Darjeeling 
Diamond again ... 
es Kaylee know something about the drinks that the 
ters don't know?? 
We always knew he 
had a wild side. 
How do you like this 
profile of my beard? 
Keith does love a free facial. 
rdan doesn't like that 
h make-up. 
e how much eye liner 
es for your make-up? 
"What's their line?" 
What's in the coffee!?! 
NU High's 
Production 
of Plav On! 
This year's NU High fall 
production was Play onr, a 
comedy by Rick Abbot about a 
small group of performers who 
attempt to put on a show 
written by the stubborn, free 
spirited land uniquely dressed) 
playwright, Phyllis Montague 
!Ellie Tallaksonl 
The moment the cur·tain 
rolled back for the opening of 
the first act, our· NU High 
performers had the audience in 
an uproar, whether through 
Phyllis Montagues notorious 
yooohooo1 coming from the 
back of the house, or that 
unforgettably awkward love-
scene between Violet lmbry 
!Megan Hardy) and Billy Carewe 
IKeith Hansonl. The tJlay was met 
with rave reviews and spluttering 
giggles 
Several fr·eshman made their 
debut performance in 2007s Play 
onr, including Jordan Thomas las 
"Smitty" and Doris) and Mason 
Walsh las Saul Watson and Dr. 
Rex Forbes) These freshmen lit 
up the stage with their own 
stylized acting skills and an 
impressive, br·azen resolve to 
tackle that monster of all high 
school extra-curricular activities 
theatre The seniors in Play onr, 
including Danielle Glaspie !Aggie 
Manville!, Kaylee Williams !Polly 
Benish and Lady Ma1·ga1·et1 and 
Shannon McKenna ILouise Peary! 
will also be sorely missed 
From guffawing to gasping, 
pants-wetting to rosy-faced 
embarrassment, this year's fall 
play was surely a show not to be 
missed 1 
- by Kaylee Williams 
PLSINU High's 
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9' We viad so mucvi fuYl becomiYlg 'cviildreYl' agaiY1 for tviis productioY1, Wvio ~Ylew tviat Dr, CouY1trymaY1 would build sucvi large 
boxes??? Seriously, we could Ylot viave as~ed for a more cooperative aY1d taleY1ted cast aYld crew for 'SYloopy, tvie musical." It 
was a deligvit to wor~ witvi Mr, Crau for tvie first time, too, He really got tviose voices iYl optimal coY1ditioY1, My favorite memory of 
reviearsal was tvie Y1igvit tviat Mr, Crau aY1d Mr, PeY1Y1iY1g stood iYl for Cviarlie BrowYl aYld PeppermiYlt Patty duriYlg 'Poor Sweet 
Baby.' I doYl't tviiYl~ I viave ever laugvied so viardl ~ - Mrs, Tagtow 
Front Row 1-r: Morgan Granger, Ellie Tallakson, Paul Mauer.Tad Klenske, Emma Piehl, John 
Schroeder, wrenna Walsh , Ashleigh Jensen. Back row: Dr. countryman, Mrs. Tagtow, Mr. Grau 
Josh Eisen, Maddie Backstrom, Karen Engels, Ana Tallakson, Bailey Carlisle, Joni Griffith, Rachel 
Hanson, cece Hawbaker, Elizabeth Swanson, Dani Jo Glaspie, Kyle Wiebers, Jordan Thomas, 
Megan Hardy, Carissa Stout !Accompianist, Alyssa Kilbourn. 
·" 
Mirror Mirror ... ask Morgan & Maddie. Last minute chat in makeup room. 
Leandra puts on Jordan's 
make-up very carefully! 
62 
Linus defends his choice 
of stripes over the classic 
zigzag. 
Patty laments, "You know what I don't 
understand, Chuck? I don't understand love, 
do you Chuck? 
Joni (Snoopy) 




anything ruffle h' 
feathers. 
Tad (Linus) and 
his "emotional 
tomequet." 
iul (Charlie Brown) loves when Ellie (Peppermint 
tty) calls him "Poor Sweet 
Fby." 
My, what big boxes! 
The Easter Beagle strikes again! 
64 
Front Row (1-r) : Kaylee Williams, Sryia Subramani , RaeVonn Kearns, Elizabeth Brumm, Shannon 
McKenna, Erica Jensen. Second Row: Alayna Rasmussen, Catherine Stone, Ellie Tallakson, Wrenna 
Walsh, Nicole Lopez-Perez, Tristan Schofield, Emily Lane, Mr. Stichter. Back Row: John Schroeder, 
Marissa Baskerville, Bailey Carlisle, Elizabeth Hoffman, Jay Miller, Leandra Gute, Megan Hardy, 
Fransisco Mota, David Nielsen. 
"Membership in the Alpha Chapter 
of the National Honor society is earned 
through demonstration of the four 
ideals held in high esteem by the 
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)nt Row (1-r) : Nikki Kapanka, Erica Cornett, Lasandra Vaughn, Leah Joslyn, Rachal Hanson, 
1rah Dietz. Middle row: Rachel Cole, Cassie Giller, Tristen Schofield, Shannon McKenna, Ellie 
.llakson, Haley Burbridge, Jawanzaa Holmes, Ta'mone Williams. Back row: Leandra Gute, Irene 
,chgraf-Cameron, Kristina Cook, Jay Miller, James Kapanka, Dominique Fagan, Eddie Diemer. 
"In Peer Helpers we 
learned more 
leadership skills, and it 





Meetivigs - Desigviivig page la~otAts -T a~ivig 
picttAres - Pfoto-editivig - Writivig stories -
FtAvidraisivig: Advisor~ Pizza Sales, Swimmi 
Parties, covicessiovis at t~e IA NI-Dome avid 
McLeod Ceviter - sellivig ads to spovisors, 





















Sports Highlights Of 2007-08 
Class 1A State Basketball Champions 
Class 1A State Golf Cham1)ions 
Ben Pete1·son Class 1/\ State Golf Individual Runner-Up 
David Nielsen--Class 1A 1600m State Champion 
David Nielsen- --Class 1 A 3:?00 State Runner-Up 
Govs Golf NICL East Confe1·ence Champions 
Bovs Basketball NICL East co-Conference Champions 
Boys Baseball NICL East Conference Runner-Ups 
Brent Denning---NICL East Baseball Coach of the Year 
David Nielsen and Shannon McKenna-State 
Cross Counuv Pa1licipants 
David Nielsen. Shannon McKenna. LaSand1a Vaughn 
and Morgan Granger State Track Participants 
Ellie Tallakson State Tennis Singles Participant 
Travis Ellerbroek and Nick Ellerbrock f\11 State Basketball 
Jay Miller---AII State Football 














"A season to remember." ~ Deshaun Bullock -. ,_ ··-A_-,"!-.---------· 
{ilfl-t 
Front Row (1-r): Travis Ellerbroek, Ben Peterson, Micheal Cornett, Corey Holmes, Tommy 
Woods, Joseph McKenna. Jay Miller, Nick Ellerbroek. Second Row (1-r): Eddie Diemer, 
Jawanzaa Holmes Jordan Lankford, Thomas Creeden, Ian Campbell, Andy McClain, Brad 
Denning, Deshaun Bullock, Jimmy McClain. 
. - .... 
NU vs. 
North Tama Oto 07 
NU vs. 
Olin 48 too 
NU vs. 




Midland 20 to 08 
NU vs. 
Postville 35 to 21, 
NU vs. 
Lisbon 17 to 21 
NU vs. 
Springville 35 to 21 
NU vs. 
Don Bosco 07 to 20 
ront Row (1-r): Katelyn Corkery, Cara Harrington, Haley Burbridge. Middle Row: 
eagan Schneider, Ashleigh Jensen, Karen Engels. Back Row: Lisa Gansen, 
renna Walsh, Savannah Campbell, Megan Hills. 
Uk hatTP~~~.:vz ~el½!ve~p/Wa/°/lt¥1/_gvnf o«rwhM 
P ~ ~//:) ~ ~ aJ? M hatTP ~/}'~ ~~ d'~ ~ Pn7 
'//lfl' PU/" R¥v,, #n,,,«_!Jfh PA ae,,/f'~ f~t:VL • - Cbn:7 :A6rn-¥.:vz ~ 
Girls Cross Country 
"Cruising past the competition." 
Front Row (1-r): Biz Brumm '08, Kaylee Williams '08, Emily Lane '08, Erica Jensen '08, 
Shannon McKenna '08. Middle Row: Raquel Williams '11, Leah Joslyn '11, Joni Griffith 
'11. Back Row: Coach Henriksen, Jyothi Dhanwada '11, Christine McKenna '12, Coach 
Duchene. Not Pictured: Libby Schultz 
"I thought this year was a really 
productive season. We had a good 
team and in the end everyone was 
happy with how they ran. I enjoyed 
spending time with my teammates 
and the girls team really became 
close and spent a lot of time 
together outside of practice and the 
meets. Overall, it was a really 
positive experience. " 
Jyothi '11, Joni '11, and Raquel '11 
doing grass drills to warm up. 
- Leah Joslyn '11 
Erica Jensen '08, Shannon McKenna '08, 
Libby Schultz '09, Kaylee Willaims '08, and 
Biz Brumm '08 walking the course. 
Raquel Williams '11, Joni Griffith '11, 
and Shannon McKenna '08 at the Cross 
Country banquet. 
Congratulations to Shannon Mc Kenna 108 for placing 3rd at Districts and 21st at State! 
Boys Cross Country 
"They can hide, but they can't run from us. " 
Keith Hanson '10 and Vjay lvengar '09 
ran ve,y well at their district meet 
Congratulations to David Nielsen 108 for winning Districts and finishing 3rd at State! 73 
C• ttigh crehool \?oll~ball •I• 
First Row (1-r) : Leandra Gute, Nicole Lopez Perez, Bailey Carlisle. Second Row: 
Meagan Schneider, Ellie Tallakson, Catherine Stone, Rhyanne Abernathy-
Manning. Third Row: Taryn Moyer, Ridwana Zaman, Jesse Lankford , Ana 
Tallakson. Back Row: Coach Kim Bear, Maddie Backstrom, Morgan Granger, Al 
Bachman, Alex Pircer, Niki Kapanka, Coach Lisa Powels. 
=ront Row (1-r) : Savannah Campbell , Haley Burbridge, Wrenna Walsh . Second 
low: Elizabeth Brumm, Cassandra Giller, Brittany Johnson, RaeVonn Kearns, 
,hannon McKenna. Not pictured: Ashleigh Jensen. 
.. This was the best season 
ever because we all worked 
hard and enjoyed cheering 
the boys on to WIN state! 
Go Panthers! 
~ Brittany Johnson ~ 
Who Rocks 
the -¾-10tAS6?! 
Front Row (1-r): Jalen Barnes, Tanner Cooke, Brad Denning, Kyle Denning, Eddie 
Diemer, Nick Ellerbroek, Travis Ellerbroek, Domonique Fagan, Christian Ford, Jamil 
Forehand, J. Keith Hanson, Johnny Hines, Corey Holmes, Jawanza Holmes, James 
Kapanka, Andrew Leonard, Joe McKenna, Jay Miller, Terry Nielsen, Traishondus 
O'Connell, Ben Peterson, Nate Smith, Rameses Smith , Andrew Stone, Joe Weber 
Ta' Mone Williams. Not pictured: Aaron Jones 
U ~llfJ-f IA.Ire.& I A Tr'ff e 
First Time in Lab School's history! 
~IR~S BASKETBA L 
Front Row: (1-r) Niki Kapanka, Kendall McDonald, Katie Corkery, Morgan Granger, Leah Joslyn. Middle Row: Meagan 
Schneider, Taryn Moyer, Jyothi Dhanwada, Alex Pircer, Maddie Backstrom, Brittney Culmore, Rhyanne Abernathy 
Manning. Back Row: Jesse Lankford , Lasandra Vaughn, Bailey Carlisle, Erica Jensen, Karen Engels, Tiffani 
Mccombs, Sole Melus, Nicole Lopez. Coaches: Ryan Conrad, Taylor Struck, Joe Smeins. 
"It was a very 
fv1lfillivig seasovi t~ 
year. We grew 
closer as a team 
avid cavi't wait for 
great t~ivigs to 
come ivi t~e viext 
cov1ple of years. 
Beativig A-P was 
ovie of t~e .best 
~ig~lig~ts of t~e 
seasovi for me," 






Jnt Row (1-r): Kendall Jackson, Alex Quinones, Andrew Stone, Emmett Fritz, 
nmy McClain, Alec Calhoun. Back Row: UNI Student Coach Phil Gilkerson, 
mmy Woods, Joe Weber, Jalen Bergman, Thomas Creeden, Ben Peterson, 
>ach Lee Weber. 
·ont Row (1-r): Joe Weber, Ben Peterson, Jalen 
~rgman. Back Row: Lee Weber, Thomas 
reeden, Emmett Fritz, Andrew Stone. 
Ben Peterson with his 
state runner-up medal. 
NU Coif season 
It all started back in March of 2008, at the NU 
High Spring Kick-off, when head golf coach Lee 
Weber stood up and said a few brief words: "This 
will be the best golf team ever"; and he was 
right. 
The 2008 golf season started off rough for 
the NU High Panthers because of all the 
cancellations and weather delays, but that did 
not stop the team from achieving what no one 
thought they could. Breaking records came on a 
day-to-day basis for the varsity squad, whether it 
was team records or blazing individual records, 
this team got them all. 
The team did very well through the regular 
season and carried that momentum into the 
post season as they won their sectinnal by nearly 
20 strokes. At districts, the Panthers faced 
tough competition which included last year's 
state champions, Mason City Newman. However, 
the Panthers battled through and ended up right 
where they wanted to be, the state tournament. 
Not only is the course tough at the state 
meet, this year the weather decided it wanted to 
play too. Both days the players faced furious 
winds and brutal conditions, but somehow 
managed to play through it all. Ben Peterson was 
later quoted saying, "We were more prepared for 
this weather than any other team due to our 
terrific coaching and we knew we could do great 
things with the wind playing as it did." 
Two days had passed at the state tournament 
when everyone huddled around the scoreboard 
to try and figure out who was in the lead. Coach 
Weber said all year long it was going to be a 
special season and he never let any of the players 
forget that. It was that day, May 24, 2008, that 
special day when the NU Golf Team and Coach 
Weber won the state golf championship. It was 
the first NU team in history to win the 
championship and everyone will always 
remember that year as "The Special Season." 
- Thomas Creeden 
Coach Weber finds the only 
refuge from the cold and the 
wind at the State Tournament 
@ Boys Soccer @ 
Front Row (1-r) : Ta'mone Williams, Justin Stone, Will Maletta, John Schroeder, Caspar Hoeyng, Spencer Jensen. Middle Row: 
Jordan Lankford, Tad Klenske, Vincent Grober, Ryan Scoular, Trai O'Connell , Coach Sam Lankford. Back Row: Coach Kyle 
Monson, Joe McKenna, Travis Ellerbroek, Nick Ellerbroek, James Kapanka, Vijay Iyengar, Head Coach Chris Kowalski. 
80 
irls Soccer 
Front Row (1-r): Elizabeth Brumm and Brittany Wilson. Second Row: Taryn Moyer, Catherine Stone, Lauren Verhulst, Brittany 
Ross, Racheal Pool , Niki Kapanka. Middle Row: Karen Engels, Jesse Lankford, Cara Harrington, Libby Schultz, Elizabeth 
Hoffman, Ellie Tallakson, Maddie Backstorm, Amanda Latusek, Marin Verhulst. Back Row: Coach Omara, Rachel Hanson, 
Katie Mallon, Sarah Dietz, Leah Joslyn, Jyothi Dhanwada, Ana Tallakson, Ally Bachman, Alyssa Kilbourn, Alex Pircer, Joni 
Griffith, Raquel Williams, Head Coach Winger. 
81 
Boys Track 
Front Row <1-rl: Ta'mone Williams, Joseph McKenna, David Nielson, Terry 
Nielson. Back Row: Dominque Fagan, Ian Campbell , Aaron Jones, coach Joe 
smeins. 
"We had a pretty good 
season and I think were 
going to have a good 
team in the future. We're 
faster than everyone, and 
were more athletic." 
-Dominque Fagan 
David Nielsen 
Class 1 A 1600m 
State Champion 
David Nielsen 
Class 1 A 3200 
State Runner-Up 
Girls Track 
lmnt Row 11-rl: Lasandra vaugtm, Kristina cook, Shannon McKenna. Miqdle Row: 
fieagan Schneider, Susie Hauser, Megan Hardy, Rhyanne Abernathy-Manning. 







(11 Om Hurdles) 
"This year was by far one of 
my best years as an NU High 
runner. We ran our fastest 
times, improved greatly, and 
gave other teams a reason to 
be afraid of us. Through our 
hard work, compassion, 
drive, and the love we had 
for each other, and just the 
sport alone, we were able to 
qualify for the Drake Relays & 
State Competition this year -
and not many teams, let 
alone people, get that 
opportunity. I couldn't have 
asked for more from a team 
and I wouldn't change a thing 
about it. It is surely 
something I will miss about 
NU High ." 
- Lasandra Vaughn 
84 
Front Row [1-r]: Paul Mauer. Jared Luchtenburg. Mike Cornett. Hqle Denning, Tad Hlenske. Back Row: Coach Brett Froqen. Jaq 
Miller. Nate Smit11. Tonq Tan. Coach Sam Backstrom. 
~ummer 2008 
front Row [1-r]: Haileq Carlisle. Erica Jensen. Megan Hills. Middle Row: Mollq Rndersen. Erica Cornelt. Haleq Burbridge. Hack Row: 
~avannah Campbell. Devon Shaver. Winkq Hoodq, Coach Rlison Newman. 
/,.- , 
' ' ··~----~ ,, '. ;.:...
1 · ' 7 .... 
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Ellle Tallakson-
state Tennis Singles Participant 
85 

The Senior Class 
TMan Schofiel4 JTlichoel Comett,Joseph 
fficKenna,Shannon fficKenna, Dauid l1ielsen, 
Kaylee Williams, Jan Campbell, and €rica Jensen 
Prom 2008 
King & Queen 
Joseph McKenna 
& Katie Thompson 
87 
YL time, to ref feet and cefe6rate 
rj· 
' --~ ... ., • ""1111 C • .. ...-.. ~-' . 
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Dr. Jeffrey Cornett 
"You will be the first graduating class that will have the opportunity to take part in a 
presidential election that will probably have as contestants the oldest candidate to run for 
office, versus either an African American or woman as candidate. Many of you took part in the 
Iowa caucuses for the first time-your graduation year is one, as this presidential race illustrates, 
where our country has made some meaningful strides in challenges to ageism, racism, and 
gender discrimination. Of course, the continuance and improvement of social justice is part of 
your challenge as adults. You must continue to fight for precious human rights and democratic 
principles, many of which you have learned about as a First Amendment School." 
"Seniors, Congratulations for the ending of your high school, and best wishes for your new 
beginning that starts right now. Go forth and continue the spirit of care and excellence, service 
to your community, and Panther Pride. And I now know Class of 2008, what your text will say 
about you - Class of 2008-YOU ROCK!" 
Sriya Subramani and Shannon McKenna 
"Testing our newfound independence will not be easy; on the contrary it may be terrifying. 
We will each have to live with the choices that we make, so it is crucial that we make the right 
ones. But how will we know if the choices we make are the right ones? The easiest thing that 
we can do is look deep inside ourselves and listen to our hearts . If you follow your heart and 
what you believe is right, your choice will always be the right one. Regardless of what 
happens, life will always go on, and you must remember that you are simply along for the ride. 
Enjoy your triumphs and perceive every obstacle as a challenge that is calling you to fight. 
Remember that your future belongs solely to you, and it is up to you to plant the seeds that will 
foster your dreams. Most importantly, remember to never compromise your beliefs and alwa 
always have faith in yourself and your decisions because if you dont, who will?" 
Kaylee Williams 
"Speaking about the present, as you can imagine, is a difficult thing to do. It is, by definiti 
the only time we can truly hold in our hands; it is a tangible, malleable substance. Unlike the 
past, whose forgone moments are only retrievable within our hearts and minds, the present is 
ours to create. Similarly, the future, too, is just as unattainable. Its basically as evasive as an 
exit ramp on a foggy interstate. The point, then, is that while the future may seem enticing, and 
whether the past brings tears to your eyes, stimulates your gag reflex, or both, the present is all 
that you are ever guaranteed in life. So, as you step out into the world and begin the next 
chapter of your lives, open your eyes. Live the moment. Find your blue-jay." 
"We've all done a lot of growing together these past few years, but now it is time for us to 
divide and conquer. I want every one of you to live up to your potential and remember all of 
the experiences that have contributed so much to who we are today and who we will become 
tomorrow. To paraphrase the words of, none other than Rick Coleman, Go out and make eve 
day count." 
Elizabeth Brumm 
"I think that we all have done the most growing up over the past four years. We have 
worked so hard to get where we are now, and we are all starting to see a glimpse of who we 
could become. Our high school years here at NU have impacted all of our lives in many 
different ways, and everyone's outstanding potential is becoming ever more evident. ... We'e all 
done a lot of growing together these past few years, but now it is time for us to divide and 
conquer. I want every one of you to live up to your potential and remember all of the 
experiences that have contributed so much to who we are today and who we will become 
tomorrow. To paraphrase the words of, none other than Rick Coleman, "Go out and make 
every day count." 
llon't k t an~ onl' l'lsl' takl' tht• mt•asurl' of ~our worth & capahilities . .\hrn~s stand proud in ,1 ho ~ou arl'! " - :\largarl't Spl'lling 
Finialted Third in 
eat-Lattimer Tournament 
Tiffani Ml:Comba 
First Team lit Metro t 
iecond Tum lit District Player 
Catherine itone 
Honorable Mention lit Metro 
t lit District 
Maagan.ichneider 
Honorable Mention lit Metro 
NU Softba 
.. 'l'hil 111ft11atl 111111111111t runy ..a 
WI dilbrt win u many pmu u III hoped 
to, bat when it coma ■1111 to it wimliDg 
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Go confidently in the 
rection of your dreams. Live 
the life you have imagined. " 
,.. Henry David Thorea 
• 
( 
to your future .. . 
93 
Price Lab NU High School Index 
A 
Abernathy-Manning, Rhyanne 
35.37, 38.67, 74, 78.82,83 
Adams. Chanae 28 
AI-Mabuk, Ali 27 
Anderson. Molly 30, 33, 34, 85 
Asad. Noor 23 
Asmus. Kody 19, 27, 47 
B 
Brumm. Kelly 47 
Budan. Madeline 24 
Bullock. Deshaun 40, 42, 43, 
45. 66, 70 
Burbridge, Haley 35, 39, 65, 67, 
69, 71 , 75 
Burt. Christian 27 
Burt. Sydney 23 
Butler. David 24 
Butler. Katie 23 
Bachman. Ally 30, 32, 33, 74, C 
81 
Ba h J d Calhoun. Alexander 30, 33, 79 c man. or an 8, 17, 18, 19, Callahan. Bill 47 
20,87 
Backstrom. Anna 27 Campbell. Ian 8, 9, 19, 20, 82, 
Backstrom. Maddie 2. 29, 30, 86, 87 
32, 33, 34, 62, 67, 74• 78, 81 , Campbell . savannah 29, 30, 31 , 
86 32, 33, 34,67,69. 70. 71. 75, 
Baker-Bruce. Briana 25 77 
Balong, Abby 24 Carlisle. Bailey 29, 40. 42, 43, 
Balong, Alexa 25 50, 56, 58, 59, 63, 64, 67, 74, 
Balong, Megan 47 78, 86 
Bankston. Jesse 28 Carr. Danielle 25 
Bankston. Jordon 28 Carr. Gabrielle 26 
Barnes. Jalen 35, 36, 39, 65, 67, Case. Doug _47 
76 Chao. Astoria 2, 23 
Cherizola, Caroline 40 
Cherizola, Meagan 28 
Christiason. Jennifer 47 
Cole, Rachel 47, 54 
Coleman. Darrell 28 
Coloff, William 24 
Conrad, Bailey 25 
Conrad, Caden 25 
Conrad, Sydney 25 
Barness. Allison 2, 23 
Baskerville, Aja 27 
Baskerville, Marissa 40, 41 , 44, 
45, 50, 54,64 
Basom. Eric 40, 41 
Basom. Kyle 30, 33 
Bear. Kim 74 
Beckman. Aricia 47 
Beecher. Dylan 23 
Beharka, Alison 47 
Bergman. Jalen 3, 35, 36, 38, 
58, 77, 79 
Bergman. Jaren 28 
Bigelow. Connie 47 
Blanco. Sara 47 
Bleile. Zoe 25 
Boehlmer. savannah 5, 8, 18, 
44, 87 
Bohnenkamp, Collin 24 
Boody, Elizabeth 30, 34, 85 
Bossert, John 27 
Bowman. Michaels. 9. 18, 19, 
29,58 
Boyland. Jacey 30, 32, 34, 37 
Broghammer. Ava 23 
Bromwich, Jacob 24 
Bromwich, Shelly 23, 47 
Brown. Brandon 30, 34, 56 
Brown. Cody 28 
Brown. Deana 40, 41 , 44, 57 
Brown. Kevin 47 
Brumm. Elizabeth 3, 5, 9, 10, 
17,18, 19, 20, 21 ,29, 54, 59, 
64,67,68,69, 72, 75, 77,81. 
86, 87, 89 
Bunch, Traishondus 29, 30, 32, 
34,66, 76, 80 
94 
Cook. Kristina 5, 11, 17, 18, 20, 
54, 56, 60, 61 , 65, 69,83,87, 
89 
Cooke. Tanner 35, 36, 37, 38, 
76, 77,87 
Corkery, Brandon 28 
Corkery, Katelyn 30, 32, 33, 69, 
70 
Corkery, Katie 31 , 71 , 78 
Cornett, Erica 29, 40, 41, 44, 65 
Cornett. Michael 5, 9. 11. 17, 
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► As the war in Iraq passes the four-year mark, 
tours of duty are lengthened and recruitment 
standards are relaxed. 
T To ease the mortgage crisis, the U.S. 
Senate passes legislation allowing 
homeowners with delinquent sub-prime 
mortgages to refinance into federally 
insured loans. 
~~... t.i~~./ ........... · .  ~... · '.. r,, . .· •.'C, , ... . 
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, . HOME AUCTION! 
◄ Several cities in the 
southeastern U.S. 
" Six men are trapped when a 
Utah coat mine collapses on 
August 6. Ten days later, the 
mine collapses again, kiHing 
three rescue WO!kers. After 
four weeks the search ends. 
are mere months away 
from running out of 
water as drought 
conditions persist in 
the region. 
During televised debates, 
Democratic and Republican 
presidential candidates answer 
tough questions submitted by 
voters via YouTube. 
► The U.S. Postal SelVice issues 
a forever stamp featuring an 
image ol the Liberty Bell. It will 
always be valid for first class 
postage on envelopes weighing 
one ounce or less. 
.& The Nobel Peace Prize is awarded to fonner Vice President Al Gore 
and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, represented by 
Dr. Rajendra Pachauri, for their efforts to can attention to global wanning. 
T Schools across the nation are 
thoroughly disinfected-and 
some are even shut down-
to quell outbreaks of staph 
infections, including antibiotic-
resistant strains. 
► In Littleton, Colorado, 
construction is completed 
on the $1.5 million 
Columbine Memorial to 
the 13 victims of the 1999 
shooting at Columbine 
High School. 
In late October, Governor 
Amotd Schwarzenegger 
declares a state of emergency 
due to wildfires that bum more 
than half a million acres in 
southern Caldomia. 
T Dozens of tornadoes tear 
across Tennessee, Arkansas, 
Mississippi, Kentucky and 
Alabama on February 5, 2008, 
killing nearty 60 people. 
their confidence in China's 
manufacturers when children's 
toys tainted with lead trigger 
widespread recalls. 
A On August 1, a six-lane l-35W bridge stretching across 
the Mississippi River in Minneapolis collapses into the 
river during the height of the afternoon rush hour. 
Global 
► People around the world cast more than 100 
million online votes to determine the New 
Seven Wonders of the World. The winning 
wonders are announced at a gala in Lisbon. 
'Y More than 150 of the world's leading music 
acts perform in concerts staged around the 
world for Live Earth, a star-studded event to 
draw attention to the global climate crisis. 
◄ The One Laptop Per Child 
Foundation launches a 
limited-time "Give One, 
Get One" program to spur 
donations of XO $100 
laptops to children in 
developing nations. 
'Y Labour Party leader Gordon 
Brown succeeds Tony Blair 
as the new Prime Minister 
of the United Kingdom of 
Great Britain. 
C Jose Fuste Raga/Corbis 
A The melting of the Arctic Sea 
ice spurs an international 
network of climate scientists 
to conclude that global warming 
is indisputable, and that human 
activity has been causing 
temperatures to rise since 1950. 
'Y In December, Pakistani 
opposition leader Benazir 
Bhutto is assassinated 
following a political rally 
in Rawalpindi, Pakistan. 
Bangladesh in a decade. 
It destroys thousands of 
homes, ruins crops and 
forces more than a million 
villagers to evacuate. 
~ U.S. astronaut Peggy Whitson 
is the first female commander at 
the International Space Station. 
I 
Black bears make headlines 
in Utah, Wyoming and New 
Mexico as park rangers and 
wilderness homeowners report 
raids on backpacks, tents, 
trash cans and even kitchens. 
Sci-Tech 
◄ The digital smiley face 
celebrates its 25th 
birthday. Its inventor, 
Carnegie Mellon 
professor Scott E. 
Fahlman, first used 
the icon on an electronic 
bulletin board in 1982. 
◄ Using mice, biologists 
develop a method to 
reprogram ordinary skin 
cells into all-purpose 
stem cells. This discovery 
is likely to have a 
positive impact on 
treatments for a 
◄ Crops are threatened when honeybee colonies 
in the U.S. and Europe suffer from Colony Collapse 
Disorder, losing up to 70 percent of their bees due 
to unknown causes. 
► In a medical experiment, 
salmonella germs take 
a ride on the space 
shuttle. When they 
return to Earth, the 
germs are far more 
lethal than their 
earthbound counterparts. 
◄ An excavation site in 
Argentina yields the 
fossilized remains of 
a previously unknown 
species of dinosaur, the 
Futalognkosaurus dukei, 
measuring more than 
105 feet. 
► Social networking websites continue to surge 
in popularity. MySpace and Facebook remain 
dominant as the sites of choice for young 
people and inspire a host of innovative imitators. 
T Concerns about overweight dogs and cats 
hit the headlines. Veterinarians prescribe a 
regimen of fewer treats, more walks around 
the neighborhood and no people food. 
◄ The healthy growth trend 
for vitamin waters and 
other nutrient-boosted 
consumables continues 
with the introduction of 
specialized formulas 
for immunity, focus 
and more. 
T User-generated content grows 
more popular as network 
television shows, mainstream 
musical acts and wannabe 
media stars join amateur home 
moviemakers on YouTube. One 
of the most-watched videos of 
Higher prices for coffee beans 
do not lessen the nation's 
craving for coffeehouses. 
Independents and chains 
alike continue to be popular 
with younger consumers. 
T Concerns over the environment 
and Increasing energy costs 
create a growing consumer 
demand for energy-saving, 
long-lasting compact fluorescent 
light bulbs. 
T The Apple iPhone, wrth its 
revolutionary touch screen, 
packs mobile phone, camera, 
iPod, Web browser, email and 
IM capabilities into a sleek, 
portable package. 
'Y Cute and comfy baby doll jumper 
tops and dresses with button 
straps start as a summer trend 
and morph into fall fashion layered 
over close-fitting sweaters and 
matching tights. 
to the 1980s with the return 
of leg warmers, worn as an 
accessory with short skirts or 
skinny jeans and fashionable 
ballet flats or moccasins. 
◄ Quilted Vera Bradley 
handbags and totes 
sweep college campuses, 
sororities and high school 
hallways from coast to coast. 
► The ubiquitous, slouchy suede 
Ugg boot is reinvented with 
cozy knitted uppers that keep 
toes toasty and add a soft, 
tweedy, textured look to fall 
and winter ensembles. 
◄ Guys sport patterned 
hoodies that are worn 
alone or layered under 
jackets and blazers for 
an edgy, urban look. 
◄ Under Armor athletic 
apparel is a popular 
fashion choice for 
athletes both on and 
off the field. 
◄ The craze for oversized 
leather bags-in metallic 
shades of copper, silver 
and gold--inspires a 
trend for matching 
footwear in daytime 
and nighttime looks. 
Entertainment 
T The music video game Rock Band is 
released for Xbox 360 and PlayStation 3. 
Players perform together in virtual bands, 
using peripherals to hit notes as they 
scroll onscreen. 
◄ Even after lonelygirl15 
is revealed as a 
fictitious character, 
her popular storyline 
continues for a full 
season as an Internet 
dramedy series on 
YouTube and MySpace. 
T After a two-year format war, 
Toshiba pulls its HD DVD 
product out of contention, 
leaving Sony Blu-ray as the 
sole next-generation successor 
to DVD. 
players interact via avatars 
and the computer-generated 
environment is similar 
to the real world. 
T The music video game Guitar Hero 
Ill: Legends of Rock is released with 
a soundtrack of 71 playable songs. 
Slash and other real-life guitarists 
appear as in-game characters. 
Beading makes a comeback 
as a way to relax and creatively 
spend time with friends. 
NBC's Heroes continues the 
adventures of ordinary people 
with extraordinary powers and 
reveals more about the shadowy 
dealings of "The Company." 
.& High School Musical 2 becomes 
the highest-rated cable 
broadcast in the nation's 
history when 17.2 million U.S. 
viewers tune in to the Disney 
Channel for its debut. 
Television 
'9' In the 36th season of CBS's 
The Price Is Right, host Bob 
Barker retires and comedian 
Drew Carey takes over the helm 
at the wortd's second-longest-
running game show . 
The NBC drama series Friday 
Night Lights, about a fictional 
high school football team, is 
taped documentary-style, 
without rehearsals, to give n 
a more authentic feeling. 
◄ On The CW, Blake Lively portrays socialite teen 
Serena van der Woodsen in Gossip Girl, a drama 
series that follows the lives of prep school students 
from New York's Upper East Side. 
► America Ferrera, 
who plays Betty 
Suarez on the popular 
ABC comedy-drama 
Ugly Betty, is the 
first Latina to win the 
Emmy for Outstanding 
Lead Actress in a 
Comedy Series. 
ratings thanks to 
popular celebrity 
participants such 
as Sabrina Bryan of 
The Cheetah Girts. 
T Shia LaBeouf portrays a teenager who is 
plunged into a high-tech battle between good 
and evil alien robots In Transformers, a live 
action adaptation of the 1980s cartoon series. 
► Disney's National 
Treasure: Book of 
Secrets nets the 
third-highest box-office 
total ever for a Christmas 
weekend release. 
◄ Atonement receives 
seven Golden Globe 
nominations, including 
lead acting nods for 
Keira Knightley and 
James McAvoy. 
DisturtJia, a surprise M thriller about a 
bored teenager under house arrest who 
thinks his next-door neighbor may be 
a notorious serial killer, spends three 
weeks at the top of the box office. 
T A 90-minute episode of The 
Simpsons takes six years to 
make. The Simpsons Movie 
finally makes its big-screen 
debut and is a major hit. 
"' In I Am Legend, Will Smith is 
the last man alive in New York, 
after a man-made virus wipes 
out most of the wor1d's population 
and turns the survivors into 
dangerous mutants. 
Matt Damon reprises his role 
as amnesiac CIA assassin 
Jason Bourne for The Bourne 
Ultimatum, the third film in the 
Bourne trilogy based on Robert 
Ludlum's novels. 
• Starring Zac Efron, Amanda 
Bynes and newcomer Nikki 
Blonsky, Hairspray is a zany 
musical based on the Broadway 
smash hit. 
' . . 
• 
◄ After a 19-year hiatus, Harrison Ford returns as 
Steven Spielberg's adventurous archaeologist 
in Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull . 
.A. Using a combination of live action and animation, 
Enchanted tells the story of Giselle, a fairy-tale 
character seeking a "happily ever after" ending 
in modem-day Manhattan. 
◄ British singer Amy 
Winehouse brings 
back the beehive and 
wins five Grammy 
awards for her work 
on Back To Black. 
T C&nadian pop singer Feist 
enjoys soaring sales for her third 
solo album, The Reminder, after 
the single •1234• Is featured in a 
commerciaf for the iPod nano. 
Rihanna records her third 
album, Good Girl Gone Bad, 
featuring Jay-Zand Ne-Yo. 
She receives six Grammy 
nominations. 
T Newcomer Sean Kingston 
tops the U.S. Billboard Hot 
100 and Pop 100 with "Beautiful 
Girts,· his first single from his 
sell-titted debut album. 
T Fergie continues to place 
singles from her triple-platinum 
solo album, The Dutchess, on 
the Billboard charts. 
Malibu singer-songwriter 
Colbie Gaillat rises to stardom 
from MySpace. Her song 
"Bubbly" garners more than 
31 million plays and her CD 
goes platinum. 
T C8rrie Undelwood releases her 
double-platinum second al>um, 
Camlvsl Ride, and C0l1lrllutes 
the Oscar-nominated song "Ever 
Ever After" to the soundtrack for 
the movie EnchanlBd. 
& Alter facing off at the MlV Music 
Awards, rapper rtvals Kanye 
West and 50 Cent release 
amna on September 11 and 
vie for top sale8. Kanye'a 
Gnwalloo Is the victor. 
• CountJy star Kenny~ 
releaaes his 13th alun, Just 
Who I Am: Posis & Pltaa 
His Flip Flop summer tour Is 
the ~-groaalng oountry 
tour of 2007. 
fans to pay whatever they want 
for a digital download of their 
highly acclaimed seventh album, 
In Rainbows. A "discbox" edition, 
with standard CD and vinyl LP, 
is released in January 2008. 
& Hfi>hop 1111stT-Paln ,___ 
his eecond alun Ep4:J/Bly. 
The alun l'ICIN98 lour 
2008 Grammy nomillliolll 
and the VIie 2007 Song ol 
the Year Awanl. 
◄ Soulja Boy reaches the top 
of the Billboard Hot 100 with 
the single "Crank That (Soulja 
Boy)" and his distinctive, 
loose-limbed dance style 
becomes a nationwide craze. 
• Punk-pop princess Avril Lavigne releases 
her third album, The Best Damn Thing, 
featuring "Gi~friend," her first No.1 single 
on the Billboard Top 100. 
T Tiger Woods achieves his record 14th 
World Golf Championships win at the 
WGC-Bridgestone Invitational and 
claims his 60th PGA Tour win at the 
BMW Championship. 
◄ Norwegian golfer 
Suzann Pettersen 
Rich P1t11"'9'ML8 Photos Via Getty Images 
wins five LPGA events 
including her first major 
championship in a 
break out season. 
CSM/l.a,_ 
Jesse 0. Garrabrant/NBAE/Getty Images 
T The American League Champion 
Boston Red Sox defeat the National 
League Champion Colorado 
Rockies in a decisive four-game 
sweep to capture their second 
World Series title in four years. 
► Breit Favre of the Green Bay Packers 
surpasses Dan Marino's touchdown 
pass record with number 422. 2007 
NFL MVP Tom Brady of the New 
England Patriots sets the single 
regular-season marl< for touchdown 
passes with 50. 
AP Pho!olBOCOG, H_o ______ --,, 
~5tj•n_s zoog 
0 ~ 
AP PhololRoss 0. Franklin 
Faces 
'Y In January 2008, Academy 
Award-nominated actor Heath 
Ledger, 28, is found dead in 
his Lower Manhattan apartment 
from an accidental overdose of 
prescription medication. 
► Entettainment Weekly names 
J.K. Rowling-author of the 
seven-volume, 4, 100-page 
Harry Potter series of best-selling 
children's books-as its 
Entertainer of the Year. 
A Heartthrob Zac Efron, who came to fame 
with his performance in the first High School 
Musical, becomes an even bigger teen star 
with the release of High School Musical 2. 
► The Best of Both Worlds tour, starring 
Miley Cyrus as Hannah Montana, sells 
out in every city, prompting ticket lotteries, 
heartbroken fans and scalping scandals. 
A Multi-talented star Queen 
Latifah becomes the latest 
spokeswoman for Jenny 
Craig. Her message isn't 
about getting skinny, but 
about losing weight to reduce 
the risk of Type 2 diabetes. 
'Y At London's Wembley Stadium, 
Princes William and Harry 
host the Concert for Diana 
to commemorate the tenth 
A As lzzie Stevens on ABC's 
Grey's Anatomy, Katherine 
Heigl is a small-screen star. 
As Anne Fletcher in the 
comedy 27 Dresses, she 
conquers the big screen 
as well. 
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